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one hand, Wolff and Blumenbach attached vitalism to epigenesis. On the other hand, the Mont-
pellier tradition developed the notion ofthe organism as a network ofquasi-organisms in which
living forces reside. The latter approach culminated in the work of Bichat, who, at the beginning
of the nineteenth century, located vital properties in distinct tissues which he treated as bodily
elements.
This is an important book, valuable both for its scope and cogent analyses. It reveals much
about how and why the complex of "vitalist" theories in the enlightenment gave life science a
new language upon which to construct a new science. I found Duchesneau's discussion of the
work ofStahl and ofLeibniz, both difficult writers, to be particularly instructive. Because this is
a complex subject, the book is often difficult and slow. Many subordinate clauses and long
paragraphs exacerbate the problem. Perseverance is, nevertheless, worthwhile.
Elizabeth Haigh
Department ofHistory
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ROEHL (editors), Fachprosa-Studien, West Berlin, Erich Schmidt Verlag, 1982, 8vo, pp.
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Gerhard Eis (1908-1982) transformed by his teaching and his example the study of medieval
technical literature in the German and related vernaculars from obscure antiquarianism to a
flourishing speciality that has much to teach historians of medicine, anthropologists, and
editors ofnon-literary texts. His ability to derive important information about doctors, medical
practice, and the transmission of ideas from even the most unpromising material has given to
the history of medieval medicine in Germany a far more rounded picture than that of France,
where archival documents have so far predominated, or Britain, where the task of recovery has
scarcely begun. It is good to have as a memorial this second selection of his papers of medical
interest to follow his Forschungen zur Fachprosa, Berne and Munich, 1971. They treat of lists
of remedies, medical tracts for both man and beast, as well as important biographies of pre-
viously obscure physicians. The last item is a review of Moorat's catalogue of the Wellcome
pre-1650 manuscripts, from which Eis gained important information for his study of Albert
Birchtel (pp. 130-136).
Fachprosa-studien represents the work of Eis's pupils and younger colleagues. The middle
ages are considered in a broad geographical perspective, from English herbals to Byzantium
and a work wrongly ascribed to Paul ofAegina, to Islamic leper hospitals and a treatise of the
Syrian Qusta ibn Liiqi. Most authors, following their master's example and with evident
technical skill, take individual tractates and relate them to their historical context. There is a
general concern with the identification of various remedies (on which Stannard's 'Botanical
data and late medieval "Rezeptliteratur"', pp. 371-395 imparts much sound sense) and with
the way in which authors combined old and new material (see in particular Dilg's analysis of
Euricius Cordus 'On theriac', 1532). Only Schipperges in his discussion of "reason" and
"experiment" devotes much space to medical theory, although many authors, in particular
Baader and Keil, have much to say that bears on the manner of its transmission. Baader's long
survey (pp. 204-254) of the library of the court doctor at Cesena, Giovanni Marco da Rimini,
which is a reworking of his article in Studia codicologica, 1977, shows how much medieval
medicine there was in the library of a humanist doctor of the mid-fifteenth century. Another
article of similar length and value is Assion's reconstruction of the medical and cultural life of
the fifteenth-century court of Sigmund of Tyrol at Innsbruck, with its Italian-trained doctors
having to compete with wandering healers recommended by resourceful abbots, and with the
surgeon Klaus von Matry always ready to hold up his record ofthirty years' proven experience
to overshadow the rival "Welschen" (i.e. Italian) physicians, whose pay was far higher than his.
Assion also plausibly attributes a tract on bladderstones to Ulrich Ellenbog, who is famous for
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his early tract on the diseases of the Augsburg goldsmiths (1473, printed 1524), and whose
service at the court is here well documented.
The study of medieval medicine is thus alive and well in Germany. This book, with its
excellent indices, can serve as a model for similar collections dealing with vernacular medicine
in other countries and as the basis on which to write a sound history ofmedieval medicine.
Vivian Nutton
Wellcome Institute
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M. Thivel is a demolition expert. He devotes almost three hundred pages to showing the
unhappy consequences of positing a strict dichotomy between the so-called medical schools of
Cos and Cnidos. We find a Coan author with nothing recognizably Coan about him, and
Cnidians whose disagreements are at least as significant as their convergences. Rightly, he con-
cludes that we are dealing, not with school doctrines, but with nuances in a medicine in evolu-
tion. His last chapter enunciates this medicine. It is based on Ionian or Milesian philosophy,
stresses diversity within unity, loves fluidity, and avoids associating humours with elements.
This ancient medicine was later opposed and contaminated by Sicilian/Italian ideas of
similarities, which led to the schematic four humours of On thenature ofman and ultimately to
Galen's Hippocratism. In general outline this view is highly plausible, and scholars have often
noted the medical significance of Empedocles' theory of four elements, but many ofthe details
of Thivel's constructive arguments are open to question. Alcmaeon ofCroton (S. Italy) would
be surprised to find himself labelled as the outstanding representative ofIonian medicine (348)
or denied any knowledge ofthe optic nerve.
Two further reflections on the state of Hippocratic scholarship are prompted by this book. It
sets forth at great length arguments which confirm what W. D. Smith had proposed in Bulletin
ofthe History ofMedicine, 1973, and what several scholars had also shown. But of this, not a
word, save for a brief and unenlightening reference to Smith in a footnote on p. 40. Similarly,
although many authors come up for review, one looks in vain for the recent work of Kollesch,
Kudlien, Lonie, and Manuli, to name but four. This silence can be in part explained by the
book's long gestation - its preface is dated 1977 - but it is strange and symptomatic that neither
Lloyd's Polarityandanalogy (1966, 1971) nor any ofhis other writings are here noticed.
Second, Thivel rightly stresses the crucial importance of chronology in determining
relationships and influences. Yet it is precisely here that the book is weakest, and where a
possible difference ofone or two generations in the date ofAncient medicine casts serious doubt
on the stability of any structure raised upon it. Thivel, whose criticism of others is so cogent,
fails to bring out fully the implications ofhis own theories and to examine the pre-suppositions
behind them. But he has performed the valuable task of knocking down an outdated (and
already tottering) edifice, and others may now begin to survey the foundations anew.
Vivian Nutton
Wellcome Institute
RICHARD Y. MEIER (compiler), The Joseph H. Kiefer catalog ofhistory ofurology and
medicine, Chicago, Library of the Health Sciences, University of Illinois, 1981, 8vo, pp. xi,
207, illus., $25.00 ($10.00 paperback).
This catalogue of Dr Joseph H. Kiefer's collection, now in the University of Illinois
(Chicago) Medical Center Library, will be of particular value to those interested in the history
ofurology. Dr Kiefer himself emerges as a collector ofcontent rather than fame or value; con-
sequently, his library contains a number of obscure but fascinating volumes: for instance, three
works by the seventeenth-century French physician and sexologist Nicholas Venette, and
nothing by Vesalius save the Saunders-O'Malley edition of the illustrations. The catalogue is
divided into eleven sections; the first section - 'Urology, surgery and medicine before 1900' -
contains its heart. There are in addition special sections devoted to twentieth-century urology,
to human sexuality, and a number of other topics which have taken Dr Kiefer's fancy. In the
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